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IN THE COURT OF SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(M) 
BILASIPARA

PRESENT: Sri Bidyut Medhi,AJS

GR 142/12
u/s 323/354/34 IPC.

State of Assam...................Prosecution.
- Versus -

       Sahanur Ali & others..................Accused

Ld. Advocates:

For the prosecution,Md. Rasidul Islam Ld. APP.

For the accused: Eaqub Ali,   Ld. Advocates.

Date of Evidence: 04.08.15, 29.07.16

Date of Argument: 10.05.18

Date of Judgment: 10.05.18

                              JUDGMENT

Brief fact of the case:

1. The informant Manju Bibi has filed an FIR stating that on

05.06.12 in the morning the accused persons sahanur Ali and

Sahidur Islam with the instigation of others came with deadly

weapons  and  illegally  entered  into  compound  of  her  house,

dragged her out and broke down her house. Hearing her cry the

near people came and saved her life.

2. On 08.06.12 at 10.00 AM she kept her cows in the land of

her  husband  for  grazing  but  the  accused  Sahanur  Ali  and

Sahidur Islam took her cows and tied with an electric post. On

that  matter  while  her  husband  protested  them  the  accused

persons came and assaulted her and her husnand. Hence, this

case.
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3. Police after investigation filed charge sheet under section

323/354/34  IPC.

4. Accordingly, particular of offene under section  323/354/34

IPC explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded not

guilty and claimed to be tried.

5. After  the  evidence  from  the  prosecution  examination

under section 313 Cr.P.C. is found not necessary.

Points for determination:

a) Whether  the  accused  persons  in  furtherence  of  their  
common intention has committed offence of voluntarily  
causing hurt ?

b) Whether  the  accused  persons  in  furtherence  of  their  
common intention has committed assault or criminal force
to informant and her daughter with intent to outrage their
modesty ?

Decision discussion and reasons thereof:

6. The prosecution has examined as many as four witnesses

in support of its case. 

7. PW1 Manju Bibi in her evidence has stated that she is the

informant in this case. She knows the accused persons. Three

years ago while she was constructing her house and drain in her

own land the accused persons came and stopped to construct

drain. When his husband asked as to why obstructed then the

accused  persons  assaulted  her  husnand.  Accused  Sahidur

assaulted her husband with blunt side of the spate. On seeing

she  came  and  asked  why  assaulted  her  husband  then  the
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accused sahanur and Sahidur torned her cloth. Accused Samsul

kept his cow in her land for grazing and when she prevented

him accused Samsul assaulted her with a bamboo stick. When

her husband came to save her the accused Samsul assulted on

her  nose.  They  took  treatment  of  a  doctor.  Accused  Samsul

broke the leg of her daughter Majoni.

8. In her cross-examination the houses of both side are just

adjucent  to each others.  Accused Samsul Haque is  the uncle

and others are the newphews of her husband. She has stated

that they have land dispute since long.

9. PW.2  Kohima  Bibi  in  her  evidence  has  stated  that  she

knows both the informant and the accused persons. Three-four

years  ago  there  was  an  incident  took  place  on  the  issue  of

house  construction.  The  accused  persons  beat  her  and  her

husband and she saw the accused persons torned the cloth of

the informant. On seeing marpit and hulla she went away from

the place of occurance.

10. In her cross-examination she has stated that at the time

of  incident  she was at  her  house. The house of  the accused

person is little away from her house. 10/15 houses are  there in

between  their  houses.  After  reaching  the  PP  he  saw  30/35

people were prsent there.

11. PW.3  Sofiya  Bibi  in  her  evidence  has  stated  that  she

knows both the informant and the accused persons.  She has

stated that she does not know anything about the incident.

12. PW.4 Rahman  Ali  in  his  evidence  has  stated  that  he

knows both the informant and the accused persons. They are
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living in same village. She has stated that she does not know

anything about the incident.

13. An affidavit  has been filed by the informant Manju Bibi

stating the matter has been settle between the parties and now

they have not interested to proceed the case further.

14. From the  evidence  of  both  sides  it  is  seen  that  there  is  no

corroborative  independent  witness  against  the  accused  persons.

Moreover, they've by affidavit stated that being family members they

have settled the dispute.

15. Thus, it  is seen that there is no proof that the accused

persons have committed any offence as alleged. Accordingly,

the accused person is acquitted from all  the charges labelled

against them.  

16. The bail bond shall remain in force for another period of

six months. 

17. Given under my hand and seal of the Court on this 10th

day of May,2018.

Bidyut Medhi
    (SDJM-M, Bilasipara) 
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